Working on economic activities in favour of Britain, instead of
Brexit
The great economic divide
England wished by a popular referendum, with a vote of 52 versus 48 percentage of
population, voting for Brexit, gives a sense of absolute democracy in England, to garner a
populace for a common ground. However, owing to various conditions, related to EU only,
the UK can take into consideration of a few notes. Here is a glimpse.
1. The economic divide in London, can be further drilled down to 7-8 zones based on the
GDP per capita the population earns, versus development and human resource index
would actually help bifurcate zones for economic activities, helping the home depot.
There could be shelter homes for people, who ferry across the English Channel for
earnings. This will provide basic necessary items, and basic facilities in shelter
homes, where food and cost can be a big detriment.
2. Instead of just creating the Greater London in the sub-urban area of London, the
‘new’ London, at above 200 miles due North, would actually lessen the pressure of
England to an extent, that creating another financial and technological hub of Europe,
would entail a boost in infrastructure and GDP growth akin to a city planning.
Incubators and angel start-ups can be a very good move there.
3. The queen of the seas, once proclaimed, needs to ratify production within England, so
that getting the food, or making agriculture a part production and invest in agriculture,
would lessen trade and help fiscal deficits, creating spots for GDP enhancements,
through small scale industries as well, instead of imports only, causing necessary
items and goods getting imported, paying heavy prices. Probably, looking for
payment overseas, in local currencies, added to tax benefits, would lessen wider
deficits, including, advance payments- be it oil or food.
4. Getting a popular referendum, and reconsidering debates in London, and through
Parliament, and then another second referendum with minimal 40% votes in England,
would actually, and officially, stop Brexit. Getting out of the bloc, and creating trade
deals in favour of Britain, would take 3-5 years of exercise to come to an equilibrium
point of economy, and loose researchers and investments in London to risk GDP.
Baby boomers are retiring, and the young and dynamic populace, would be free
enough to reconsider migration as a natural phenomenon, where lawful migrants face
competitive hurdles, to add to the economic story.
5. Had Brexit happened, a lot of funding would have gone overseas, and EU would have
taken a leap to invest in infrastructure and finance in Brussels and Lisbon, to add to
economic woes, including impediment to the natural growth towards GDP.
Researches, especially, economic and medical, would have taken the brunt of erosion
to other countries, had Brexit happened with hard deals. Taking and remaining into
consideration of a growing populace, with predefined notions, had actually created a
nook of xenophobia, in many pockets, which would have eventually drained the GDP.
For a greater good, I support no deal Brexit.
6. If Britain does not leave the bloc, migration can be a big issue within and inside the
EU. Creating a status of population within EU, with a few scientists and researchers,
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including top political leaders with a different visa category inside the EU, for free
migration, and hassle free immigration within EU, can be a very good factor for
consideration, including burdening of tax of top elites within EU. The young
population would also prefer tourist visa status within EU, for hassle free movement
and tourism that can also be given to tourists outside the bloc.
7. Creating a binding and common laws, which can co-create an EU parliament, with
equitable representation, helping ECB boost stimuli and look after GDP for pockets,
which bind a common law for migration policies with EU, and mainly Western
Europe to start with, can mitigate differences with offices in Berlin, London, Paris,
Lisbon and Rome, can have pockets of economic activities enhanced as well.
8. Post WWII, there was a lot of hue and cry for networking. Coiffures were not
abundant, as a cost of war is always associated. A binding law for travel and research,
by boosting EU as a bloc to developing countries with similar values in currencies,
like Australia and North America, including Trans-Atlantic deals, can favour a lot of
nations, inclusive of the EU bloc, to reconsider trade deals within and outside the EU,
based on a common market or economic geography. Keeping a common border for
association, can also make a lot of economic exchanges for deals and trade within. It
is like wine in France, getting sold in Britain, and French accepting Scotch whisley as
their only means of intoxication.
9. Garnering small scale industries, and patterns for Medium and Small Scale industries
based on the India model, with enough weight to start-ups and valuation, with IPOs
and valuations raising jobs in Britain, with an access to niche markets in start-ups,
especially for economy, finance, technology and AI, with utmost importance, can be a
very distinguishing factor for economic activities.
10. Reducing the burden of social security for the older generations, by engaging them in
community and voluntary services, by having an interim Budget for two months,
within an year, and also considering a boost in agriculture, beef industry, farm banks,
embroideries, while getting the best of Mohammedan population, and actually
reconsidering decisions to uplift South East Asian migrants from India, Pakistan and
Bangladesh for political will as well, and especially London to tap resources from
other countries, would require a strong will in 10, Downing Street, to enhance tax
laws and also breaks for an entrepreneurship and economic activities would help
Britain to enhance GDP.
Brexit deal, being reconsidered and making a way for populace, would actually require many
steps, but I hope that Theresa May will lead the parliament for necessary steps, including
voting. With best wishes to England!
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